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The Handbook of Near-Death Experiences is, as Ken Ring stated in 
his Foreword, 

designed for anyone to use who wishes to know in depth and in search-
ing detail what investigators have learned from 30 years of research 
into near-death experiences. As such, it is the only book of its kind 
that draws on the expertise of the world’s foremost scholars and re-
searchers who collectively present the most up-to-date and informed 
summary of the field. (p. viii–ix) 

Before beginning my review of this landmark book, I feel a need to 
address two general points, the second of which is without precedent 
in the history of science.

First, perhaps it was just a coincidence, but the same week that 
I received my copy of The Handbook for review, the speaker at a 
meeting of my local International Association for Near-Death Stud-
ies (IANDS) group began his talk by saying, in effect, that scientists 
are trying to understand the near-death experience by breaking it 
into its component parts, but so doing destroys the experience itself. 
He then acknowledged that there probably is no other way for scien-
tists to understand near-death experiences (NDEs) and proceeded to 
describe his own experience. This served as an important reminder 
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to me. Like other human experiences that are truly ineffable, such 
as being in love or the aesthetic experience, NDEs cannot be broken 
down into constituent “parts” without losing something of the whole 
that is greater than those parts; nor can mere words ever capture 
what it feels like to have an NDE. Yet those of us who have not had 
an NDE are stuck with the words, and we will be true to our subject 
matter by often recollecting the limitations of words: We must, for ex-
ample, never expect that words can adequately and literally describe 
a reality that purportedly transcends the physical. Authors of The 
Handbook acknowledged this latter point by referring to the ineffabil-
ity of NDEs as early as page 18 of the book.

Second, the history of science bears witness to a number of major 
paradigmatic changes that have permanently altered humanity’s con-
ceptual understanding of the world and itself. The Copernican revolu-
tion, field theory, relativity, quantum mechanics, plate tectonics, and 
evolution are examples of major paradigm shifts that readily come to 
mind. These paradigm changes are all changes that involve how peo-
ple think about and conceptualize the physical world. But, beginning 
in the late 19th century, a body of data has been accumulating that 
directly confronts the materialist paradigm itself. Recent research 
on NDEs represents a very significant addition to these data. NDE 
data strongly suggest that the current neuroscience paradigm—that 
the brain creates consciousness—is false. The “new” paradigm, that 
almost all NDErs accept immediately, holds that consciousness can 
and does exist independent of the brain and, hence, can and does sur-
vive the death of the physical body. But the very idea that science can 
and does have something to say about matters such as the survival of 
consciousness that heretofore were the sole province of religion and/
or personal belief, is without precedent in the history of science and 
is likely to be fiercely resisted by proponents of both conventional sci-
ence and conventional religions. But times of major paradigm shifts 
are not “conventional,” and NDEs summon us humans to rethink ev-
erything we thought we already “knew.”

I don’t think there is neutral ground between the two paradigms. 
Therefore, it is incumbent on me as a reviewer to state explicitly that 
I believe that the evidence clearly and unambiguously shows that  
the materialist paradigm is false and that our human consciousness, 
or the “I” that we experience ourselves as being, exists independently 
of the physical brain, together with all that conclusion implies meta-
physically, epistemologically, and morally. My comments on The Hand - 
book will necessarily reflect these beliefs. I wish to emphasize that I 
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no longer regard the hypothesis, that the death of our human bodies 
is not also the death of our selves, to be a matter of mere personal 
belief, or faith, if you will; rather, it is a hypothesis that has been 
adequately and amply established by science itself. I will have more 
to say about this point later.

The Handbook is divided into 11 chapters. After the first introduc-
tory chapter by editors Janice Miner Holden, Bruce Greyson, and Deb-
bie James, the authors of each subsequent chapter—individuals who 
also have contributed to the field of near-death studies—presented 
and discussed the literature on various aspects of NDEs. The chapter 
headings give a good indication of the topics covered; they are:

 2. Pleasurable Western Adult NDEs
 3. Aftereffects of Pleasurable Western NDEs
 4. Distressing Western NDEs
 5. Children’s NDEs
 6. Characteristics of NDEs
 7. Non-Western NDEs
 8. World Religions and NDEs
 9. Veridical Perception in NDEs
 10. Explanatory Models for NDEs
 11. Practical Applications of Research on NDEs

The chapters are more or less self-contained, which makes it easy 
for someone with a specific interest in, say, children’s NDEs to go 
directly to that chapter. But it also introduces a bit of redundancy, as 
most chapters open with an obligatory reference to Moody’s ground-
breaking research in the 1970s. Although most chapters end with a 
plea for further research, The Handbook itself is testimony to the pro-
found accomplishment of the quantity and quality of research that a 
handful of dedicated and greatly underfunded scientists have already 
amassed.   

The editors’ stated intention was (a) “to consolidate the findings 
of (NDE) literature into one source that could serve as the founda-
tion for near-death researchers’ literature reviews for many years to 
come” (pp. xiii–xiv), (b) to “inform members of the public” (p. xv), (c) to 
“contribute to health-care providers’ competent service to NDErs and 
others interested in NDEs” (p. xv), and (d) “also [to] inspire scholars 
not originally focused on this topic to pursue research on it” (p. xv). 
I want my comments to be relevant and useful to the stated inten-
tions of the editors. Most of my comments will be at a high level of 
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generality—the forest, so to speak—but some will pertain to a few of 
the trees.

How well does The Handbook satisfy the editors’ intentions (a)–(d) 
above? I think it succeeds exceptionally well with respect to (a) and 
(c), but I’m not sure it succeeds as well with respect to (b) and (d). 
Many times while reading the book, I had to remind myself that this 
book is not about NDEs per se but, rather, about research on NDEs. 
However, to report the results of research about NDEs is also to re-
port about NDEs themselves. But if a student, or a “member of the 
public,” wants to learn about NDEs, The Handbook probably is not  
the first thing they should read. The most important thing about  
NDEs is “what it feels like” to have one. When I teach this material to 
undergraduates, I make sure that they read several dozen unedited 
first person accounts before they read any studies or analyses. Al-
though it may be possible to get some indication of the experience 
by reading some statistical charts—for example, those on Handbook 
pages 20 and 44 that, respectively, summarize contents and after-
effects of NDEs—a “member of the public” who reads only those charts 
will not, in my opinion, come away with a sufficient understanding of 
what it feels like to have an NDE. Fortunately, both print and Inter-
net sources of first-hand accounts abound for the seeker with even 
the slightest motivation to find them. This fact does not negate the 
suggestion that a few well-chosen accounts at the beginning of the 
book would have conveyed the “whole feel” for the experience that 
extensive analysis cannot.

I think this point is especially important with respect to category 
(d) above. There is widespread ignorance among non-NDE research-
ers concerning the phenomenology of NDEs—a point that The Hand-
book editors made literally on page 1 and document extensively in 
Chapter 11. And, worse than mere ignorance, many professionals—
physicians, psychiatrists, clergy, psychologists, etc.—whose profes-
sions put them in contact with NDErs, think that they know when 
they don’t. As the authors of the last chapter revealed, one study “in-
dicated that clergy either overestimated their knowledge [of NDEs] 
or considered incomplete knowledge adequate” (p. 242; bracketed ma-
terial added); the same appears to be true for medical professionals. 
“The review presented in this chapter provides some evidence that 
medical and spiritual health care providers are only somewhat famil-
iar with NDEs and that what they do [think they] know seems only 
partially accurate” (p. 256; bracketed material added). One physician 
I know, who is a professor of medicine and hence an educator, sin-
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cerely believes he had an NDE, but upon questioning, I concluded he 
would not even score a “1” on the NDE Scale (Greyson, 1983). He was 
clearly very confused about the difference between a near-death expe-
rience and a near-death episode (p. 1). If my physician friend wanted 
to do research on NDEs ([d] above) and picked up a copy of The Hand-
book, it would take him awhile to discover that his experience was not 
an NDE. This problem could easily be remedied in future editions of 
The Handbook simply by, in addition to addressing the point at the 
outset as the editors did, adding an introductory chapter consisting of 
a dozen or so unedited NDErs’ reports. This addition would place the 
subject matter of the research—the experience itself, together with 
the profound personality changes—directly in front of the reader. In-
deed, even seasoned NDE researchers can benefit from constant re-
minders of the profound nature of this subject matter.

And now, I present a few semantic quibbles: The authors of Chap-
ters 2—Nancy L. Zingrone and Carlos S. Alvarado—and Chapter 
3—Russell Noyes, Jr., Peter Fenwick, Holden, and Sandra Rozan 
Christian, discussed “pleasurable NDEs” and “aftereffects of plea-
surable NDEs” which they contrasted with “distressing NDEs” in 
Chapter 4. I wish to question whether “pleasurable” is the right word 
to use here and whether it should be contrasted with the word “dis-
tressing.” For me the word “pleasure” connotes things that I like to 
do: food, sex, music, reading, walking, conversing with a friend, and 
so forth. But if I had to describe the most profoundly moving and 
meaningful experience of my life, I would certainly not use the word 
“pleasure.” I strongly suspect the editors struggled with this issue 
themselves. There is just no word in the English language that ad-
equately describes “what it feels like” to be absorbed into the Light. 
And this, of course, is in part what makes the experience ineffable. 
Despite the explanation on page 65 that pleasurable NDEs refer to 
those dominated by feelings such as peace, joy, and love, and dis-
tressing NDEs those dominated by disturbing emotions associated 
with “’frightening,’ ‘negative,’ or ‘hellish’” imagery, I’m concerned 
that the word “pleasure,” although it won’t confuse an experiencer 
or researcher, may give non-researchers a false sense of understand-
ing. That is to say, a non-researcher reading the word “pleasurable” 
will think one understands what is being discussed. I even wonder 
whether the word “pleasure” may have contributed to the, in my view, 
false materialist hypothesis that NDEs are caused by endorphins. 
But what is being talked about is not just one “pleasure” among many 
other pleasures but, rather, an experience of ultimate meaning and 
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profound depth. To those who have experienced the “Peace that Pas-
seth Understanding,” the use of the word “pleasure” to describe that 
experience must seem quite inadequate.

Moreover, many so-called “pleasurable” NDEs are also very 
distressing—not just afterwards, as the experiencer tries to integrate 
the experience, but even during the experience itself. Experiencers 
whose NDEs include a life review often experience it as extremely dis-
tressing, even though they often experienced it in the presence of the 
all-loving Being of Light. Conversely, according to Barbara Rommer’s 
(2000) research, many so-called “distressing” NDEs become positive 
during the experience, and experiencers subsequently regarded them 
as positive. I don’t myself have a suggestion about which words ought 
to be used here except to remind readers that NDErs themselves in-
sist that the experience is ineffable. That is, no words whatsoever can 
literally describe what it feels like to have an NDE. And although both 
NDErs and researchers must use words, speakers and writers must 
be cautious of falling into the error of thinking that the experience 
can be captured by words. The phrase “most profoundly meaningful 
experience of one’s life,” although too awkward to use, is certainly 
more accurate than either “pleasurable” or “distressing.” 

The very first sentence of the preface states, “For the people who 
experience them, NDEs are usually emotionally powerful and life 
transforming experiences” (p. xiii).  This is, of course, true. But NDErs 
would insist, I believe, that NDEs are not just one type of emotion-
ally powerful experience among other such experiences. Falling in 
love, the death of a loved one, and listening to Beethoven’s Ninth 
Symphony are experiences that also fall under the category of “emo-
tionally powerful” and perhaps also “life transforming.” But NDEs, 
as experiencers report, far exceed in intensity and lasting effect all 
other human experiences described as “emotionally powerful,” and 
there are no terms in the English language that adequately convey 
this feature.

The author of the chapter on distressing NDEs, Nancy Evans 
Bush, is both a researcher and an experiencer—of a distressing NDE. 
I came away from the chapter with the impression that the author is 
still, after 40 years, trying to come to terms with her own experience. 
Despite my criticisms to follow, this point, in my opinion, adds to 
the value of the chapter. Research reveals that NDEs appear never 
to fade from memory and that for many NDErs the struggle to inte-
grate the experience is ongoing. Bush said, “People, years later, may 
still struggle with the existential implications of a frightening NDE” 
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(p. 77). I believe—and as the The Handbook’s chapter on “pleasur-
able” NDE aftereffects revealed—this conclusion applies to all NDEs, 
regardless of whether or not they were frightening.

Bush appeared to be still angry with Ken Ring for suggesting that 
“frightening NDEs merely reflect the fact that hell is actually the ex-
perience of an illusory separate ego fighting a phantom battle” (p. 73). 
I can certainly understand that the use of the word “illusory” to re-
fer to an experience that is “realer-than-real” would be disturbing to 
one who has had such an experience. But Ring was discussing this 
point, as even Bush noted, in the context of referring to A Course in 
Miracles, according to which all experiences of the ego are regarded 
as illusory; this generalization includes not just negative NDEs but 
positive ones, too, as well as ordinary waking consciousness. Propo-
nents of mystical and shamanic traditions agree that there is such 
a thing as an experience of a “One” without a second, in which the 
egoic self dissolves and compared to which all other conscious experi-
ences appear illusory. But I don’t think Ring meant to imply, as Bush 
seemed to think, that there is anything “wrong” with someone who 
has a distressing NDE. 

I also find it objectionable that Bush lumped the Bible-thumping 
Maurice Rawlings together with the psychiatrist Barbara Rommer. 
“Rommer’s slant,” Bush wrote, “was no less ideologically insistent 
than Rawlings’s perspective” (p. 72). Although Bush (sort of) praised 
Rommer’s book, she accused it of containing “significant flaws of logic 
and evidence” (p. 72) but did not document what those flaws might be, 
other than referring to Rommer’s “New Age metaphysical” optimism 
and her “cheery assurance of happy endings” (p. 72). However, I do 
agree with most of what Bush said, especially her suggestion that 
NDEs be placed in the context of shamanic journeys. All shamanic 
and mystical traditions refer to potentially distressing experiences 
(“the dark night of the soul” in Christian mysticism, the hellish de-
mons in the Tibetan Book of the Dead). “Five thousand years of near-
death and similar Shamanic accounts have described the otherworld 
journey as potentially glorious but fraught also with terrors and chal-
lenges” (p. 86). I agree. And I also agree that “traditional shamans, 
the world’s mystics and practitioners of meditative experiences, and 
others know that there is more to spiritual experience than a na-
ively uninformed view that only stories of radiance are meaningful” 
(p. 64).  

This point segues to another semantic point concerning terms like 
“illusory,” “hallucination,” and “mysticism.” These terms naturally 
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come into play when discussing NDEs, yet there is no universally 
agreed-upon usage of such terms. For example, the word “hallucina-
tion” is usually used to mean a perception that is not real. Yet Peter 
and Elizabeth Fenwick (2008) defined the term “as a sensory percep-
tion that is not based on physical perception” (p. 78), leaving it open 
whether such experiences may be veridical. Unless one is a material-
ist, this usage of the term does not carry the meaning that a hallu-
cination is unreal, and so an NDEr who accurately reports what the 
doctors were doing to his body may be said to have a “true” or “real” 
hallucination, according to the Fenwicks’ usage of the term.

The term “mysticism” is also fraught with inconsistency of usage. 
William James (1902/1994) characterized the mystical experience as 
ineffable—words can’t describe it—and noetic—it is psychologically 
impossible for the experiencer to doubt its truth and reality. But to any 
student of mysticism, James’ definition is incomplete. Deeper mysti-
cal experiencers report a sense of the individual ego—the separate 
self—dissolving into Something larger than itself—or just dissolving 
period, as in the case of Buddhism. This, the mystics claim, is an ex-
perience of Ultimate Reality next to which everything is illusion. Us-
ing the word “illusion” in this sense, every experience of the separate 
self, physical or non-physical, is an illusion. So, given this inconsis-
tency of usage, it is incumbent upon authors to be especially careful 
when using such terms, and readers should not assume that everyone 
is using the terms in the same way. For example, Allan Kellehear in 
took the term “mysticism” to refer to “the unsolicited review of our 
lives, the experience of darkness and light, meeting supernatural be-
ings, ineffable experiences and emotions, sensations of deep peace 
or deeply disturbing visions” (p. 157) Yet such experiences require 
a subject who encounters things external to oneself and would not 
count as a mystical experience according to my usage above. Indeed, 
proponents of the various mystical traditions admonish followers to 
avoid experiences of the type to which Kellehear referred, as they are 
merely sights along the way to—and possible diversions from—an 
ultimate experience. This is not a criticism a Kellehear’s usage of the 
word “mysticism;” the point is only that different authors use such 
terms in different ways.

I was expecting that the chapter by Farnaz Masumian on “World 
Religions and NDEs” would contain a robust discussion of mysticism 
as it occurs in the world’s religions. I was disappointed. The chapter 
consisted of brief presentations of various concepts of the afterlife ac-
cording to the world’s major religions. Especially interesting was the 
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discussion of the Baha’i Faith, which seems to have been tailor-made 
for NDEs. Nevertheless, I found the discussion somewhat superficial, 
perhaps because I follow William James in holding that all religion 
begins with the mystical experience, that is, with human experiences 
that are akin to NDEs. Most lacking, in my opinion, was any discus-
sion about the life review feature of NDEs; this is a serious omission, 
because every religion talks about this phenomenon and also about a 
final judgment. Assuming that NDEs give experiencers direct insight 
into the nature of these things, then NDEs contradict the teachings 
of most religions. The contradiction between organized religion and 
NDEs, with respect to the life review/judgment feature, is every bit 
as “profound and inescapable” (p. 234) as is the contradiction between 
NDEs and current neuroscientific theories whose proponents assume 
that the brain creates consciousness. NDE researchers have rightly 
focused on the latter, but the former is just as important to notice, 
especially because the “members of the public” (see [b], p. 2) are likely 
much more concerned with religion than with neuroscience. 

The conflict is as follows: Proponents of every organized religion, 
with the possible exception of Buddhism, hold that judgment is made 
by a being who is external to the individual being judged. On the 
contrary, in my reading of the NDE literature, every NDEr who has 
reported a life review reported that the judgment was internal. I have 
never read an account of a single NDEr who reported being judged by 
the Light. The Being of Light, as reported in NDEs, exuded only un-
conditional love and unconditional acceptance. And “unconditional” 
means not conditional on what the NDEr believed or even on how the 
NDEr had lived life. I submit that most of the world’s religions, as 
they exist and are practiced, would collapse overnight if they were to 
adopt such a concept of God. The majority of religious people sincerely 
believe that God would not love them if they believed or behaved con-
trary to the teachings of their religion. And this belief, common to the 
world’s religions, that God requires certain conditions to be met be-
fore He will give out His love, is absolutely false according to NDEs. 
The world’s religions, I predict, will suffer the same fate as material-
ist ideology unless they can evolve into something that embraces the 
concept of the Divine as NDErs have experienced It.

But it is important to note that just because there is no external 
judgment during a life review, the internal judgment is no less dif-
ficult or in any way arbitrary. Steve, a friend and colleague who had 
a so-called “pleasurable” NDE, described his life review as “hellish.” 
He experienced his life not only (a) in the 3rd person, like watching a 
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movie in which he was the main actor, not only (b) in the first person, 
re-experiencing every thought and emotion he ever had, but also (c) in 
the 2nd person, experiencing as happening to himself the thoughts 
and emotions of everyone with whom he had ever interacted. So, for 
example, if he used unkind words when talking with a friend or fam-
ily member, he experienced the consequent hurt feelings as happen-
ing to himself. This phenomenon is difficult to describe but important 
to understand: It is not merely that the experiencer comes to know 
intellectually that his unkind words have hurt someone; he comes 
to know it by experiencing the hurt directly. Many NDErs have con-
cluded that what we humans do to others we do to ourselves. So, in 
this experience, there is no need for an external Being to inform us 
that we have harmed others, because we experience that harm di-
rectly while in a state of heightened consciousness.

 This issue is of paramount importance, especially to those of us 
humans who are concerned with the survival of our species and the 
need to transform culture based on “me” to one based on “we.” The life 
review, especially what I have called the “2nd person” aspect, shows 
the NDEr that we humans are all deeply interconnected with one 
another. I agree with Ring and Valarino’s (2000) suggestion that the 
Golden Rule is not just some quaint Sunday School platitude but, 
rather, expresses a deep truth about the Cosmos. I hope that future 
research addresses these issues more thoroughly.

I would like to make a few very brief remarks about the middle 
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 before moving to a more in-depth discussion of 
the last three chapters. In a sense, I found the chapter on children’s 
NDEs to be the most enjoyable to read, partly because there is some-
thing deeply inspiring about children’s NDEs, and partly because the 
author, Cherie Sutherland, was generous in quoting the children. 
However, skimming the bibliography for that chapter, almost all 
the research on children’s NDEs appears to have been done in the 
1980s and early 1990s. Though Sutherland did not make this point, 
I believe that much more research should be done with children, not 
merely because children’s NDEs are so fascinating and inspiring but 
also because, as Sutherland did specify (p. 88), such research might 
be able to address, in part at least, the question of the role of culture 
in determining the content of NDEs. Very small children are pre-
sumably less encultured than older children, who are less encultured 
than teens, and so forth. Presumably, if there are cultural features, as 
Kellehear concluded in Chapter 7, researchers should observe them 
increasing with age. 
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With regard to Kellehear’s chapter on non-Western NDEs, it may 
be premature at this time to draw conclusions about the question of 
the role of culture in NDE contents. The number of Asian Studies 
is very small, and I believe that only two studies were systematic 
studies, the rest of the cases trickling in one at a time. Kellehear pre-
sented interesting data about NDEs among hunter-gatherer people 
who have had little or no contact with the West. The small number 
of such subjects, 39, makes it difficult to draw general conclusions, 
although it appears that the tunnel and life review feature might 
be missing from this group. Nevertheless, the results obtained thus 
far indicate that, except for the tunnel, Asian NDErs experience the 
same basic features as their European and American counterparts 
(p. 138). Though Kellehear did not state it explicitly, I assume he 
would join me in the wish to see more formal studies, retrospective 
and prospective, conducted by researchers at hospitals in Africa, In-
dia, and China. 

The same question regarding how much of the content of NDEs 
is culturally determined and how much is invariant to cultural con-
ditioning arises in connection with the study of mysticism. The ul-
timate mystical experience—the dissolution of the egoic self into a 
larger Consciousness—may very well be, as I believe, a culturally in-
variant, universal experience, yet as soon as the mystic opens one’s 
mouth to talk about it, culture necessarily enters into the picture. But 
at stages less exalted than the ultimate, that is, as long as the sub-
ject experiences oneself as separate from the Being of Light, culture 
enters into the contents of the experience itself, not just into descrip-
tions of the experience. A Christian, for example, is much more likely 
than a non-Christian to encounter the Virgin Mary; a Hindu is much 
more likely than a non-Hindu to encounter Yama, the god of death. 
Are such experiences, then, merely culturally induced hallucination? 
I think not—unless one is using the word “hallucination” as the Fen-
wicks (2008) did. And it certainly would be of no help to experiencers 
to disparage the reality of what they experienced. 

I believe a fruitful way to approach this question would be to dis-
tinguish (a) the state of consciousness of an NDEr from (b) what the 
NDEr experienced in that state of consciousness. As already noted, 
experiencers typically experienced and describe their NDEs as 
“hyper-real.” The heightened reality of the NDE state of conscious-
ness flows into the objects, or content, that is experienced in that 
state. The vision of the Virgin Mary is experienced as more real than 
physical objects because it occurs in a state of consciousness that one 
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experiences as more real than the normal waking state; the same for 
Yama. Thus it will not do to dismiss as “unreal” any feature of NDEs 
simply because it can be shown to have a cultural association.

Authors Holden, Jeffrey Long, and B. Jason MacLurg of the chap-
ter titled “Characteristics of Western Near-Death Experiencers” re-
ported studies in which researchers attempt to discover “characteris-
tics” of experiencers that might then be used to predict the likelihood 
of a given individual having an NDE. They very clearly provided mo-
tivation for the chapter as follows:  

The discovery of differences between NDErs and non-NDErs might 
allow prediction of individuals predisposed to have an NDE and po-
tentially suggest a cause of NDEs. Conversely, discovery of no dis-
cernable differences between NDErs and non-NDErs would suggest 
that NDEs occur independently of the influence of a variety of demo-
graphic variables, preexisting characteristics, and prior life experi-
ence. (p. 110)

They end on the point that 30 years of NDE research has almost 
conclusively established the truth of the second alternative. Out of 
the total population, the sample that experiences NDEs is truly rep-
resentative of the population as a whole. The authors concluded that 

research has not yet revealed a characteristic that either guarantees 
or prohibits the occurrence, incidence, nature, or aftereffects of an 
NDE. Perhaps the conclusion of research so far—that everyone is a 
potential NDEr—is the most mysterious, provocative, and important 
message for readers to take away. (p. 133, italics added)

This is an important conclusion, and I will return to it later.

 What if you slept, and what if in your sleep you dreamed,
 and what if in your dream you went to heaven
 and there plucked a strange and wonderful flower,
 and what if when you awoke you had the flower in your hand?
  Ah, what then?
   —Samuel Taylor Coleridge

The study of veridical perception in NDEs is an attempt to dis-
cern whether or not NDErs actually have the flowers in their hands. 
It is a search for the proverbial “smoking gun,” if you will. Holden, 
the author of the chapter on veridical perception, implied in her first 
sentence (p. 185), and I want to note as well, that this research may 
not be as important for NDErs as it is for nonNDErs. For NDErs, 
the experience itself constitutes the smoking gun, and their person-
ality alterations constitute the flower that they must subsequently 
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deal with. As Holden indicated, NDErs are convinced of the reality 
of their experience, not because of any veridical perception they may 
have had during it but because of the noetic quality of the NDE state 
of consciousness itself. The truth, or realness, of the experience is 
self-certifying. But it is not self-certifying to people who have not had 
the experience, and so an external measure, the correspondence be-
tween what is perceived of the physical environment by the NDEr 
with what is independently reported by other (embodied) observers, 
is very useful.

Holden began the chapter on research into this question by intro-
ducing some terminology. She first distinguished between the “mate-
rial” and “transmaterial” aspects of NDEs. In the former, “an NDEr 
perceives phenomena in the physical, ‘material,’ world,” whereas in 
the latter, “an NDEr perceives phenomena in transcendent dimen-
sions beyond the physical world” (185). This terminology, although 
straightforward, was initially a little confusing to me, as I associated 
the phrase “material perception” with perception that occurs while 
the perceiver is embodied. The other bit of terminology introduced 
is “AVP,” which stands for “apparently non-physical veridical NDE 
perception” (p. 187). Holden very strongly indicated the importance of 
AVP research. IF AVP exists, if NDE perception of the physical world 
is demonstratively accurate, then “credibility could be lent to the non-
material aspects of NDEs, including the message of most NDErs re-
garding the meaning and purpose of human existence” (p. 187) that 
would lead to “an increasingly widespread human commitment to 
more humane personal choices and more humanitarian public policy” 
(p. 188). Although I certainly agree with Holden, and of course sup-
port the veridicality studies now underway in various hospitals, I do 
not believe that we need to wait until such studies have yielded con-
clusive results before we take very seriously what NDErs are telling 
us about the transmaterial aspect of their experience. Such studies, 
in my opinion, would be just frosting on the cake of evidence already 
provided in The Handbook.

Holden distinguished anecdotal reports of AVP from systematic 
studies of AVP, the former very rich and the latter coming up empty 
(so far). This chapter contains an excellent and detailed presentation 
and discussion of the Pam Reynolds case, which is often regarded 
as the “smoking gun” of NDE research (pp. 193–196). Holden also 
devoted some space to critiquing ideological materialist Keith Augus-
tine’s, in my view, feeble efforts to explain away this case in terms 
acceptable to materialists. Augustine also had published an Internet 
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document—and later an article in the Journal of Near-Death Studies 
(2007)—in which he cited several NDE reports that contained non-
veridical or hallucinatory elements, of which he made a big deal. But, 
as Holden effectively showed, 

Out of approximately 100 of those cases [of possible AVP] a small mi-
nority involved error or possible error, and the great majority involved 
anywhere from very weak to extremely strong evidence that the AVP 
was accurate. (p. 210, bracketed material added) 

Thus, by presenting only those few reports that support his precon-
ceived conclusion, Augustine displayed the intellectual dishonesty 
typical of materialist ideologues. However, in my opinion, the opin-
ions and speculations of materialist ideologues ought not be included 
in serious discussions of NDE research. The science on NDEs has 
progressed way beyond the point at which serious investigators need 
to feel obligated to respond to such things.

Holden discussed, with great sensitivity to the subtleties involved, 
the difficulties of obtaining AVP cases under controlled conditions. 
For all the reasons she stated, this research endeavor will be a pro-
tracted process. However, she cited abundant “anecdotal” AVP cases 
whose epistemological status is certainly non-negligible. Whereas the 
gold standard of obtaining data under controlled conditions is desir-
able, the abundant evidence already obtained under non-controlled 
conditions ought not to be dismissed as “merely” anecdotal. 

At the end of the chapter, Holden said something that I find in-
triguing. She wrote, 

The pursuit of AVP research may involve a similar degree of subtlety 
and duration as the undertaking of meditation to achieve enlighten-
ment. Neither cynicism nor resignation aids in the pursuit of that 
most subtle yet immanent condition. If non-physical veridical percep-
tion is to be confirmed . . . it will take researchers with purpose, per-
severance, and patience. (p. 211)   

Of course, I insist that non-physical veridical perception has al-
ready been confirmed, just not under controlled laboratory condi-
tions. But what intrigues me is her suggestion, perhaps unintended, 
that scientists who research NDEs are themselves on a spiritual  
journey, similar to those who undertake meditation to achieve en-
lightenment. With this thought in mind, I find myself wondering 
what it was about NDEs that convinced these investigators that the 
experiences were real, or “real enough,” to devote their lives to study-
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ing NDEs. Although this is an empirical question, answerable by em-
pirical research, I’ll hazard a guess that the answer was not veridical 
perception. And I will further speculate that the feature of NDEs that 
convinced most scientists of their reality is the deep authenticity, im-
possible to ignore, with which NDErs tell their story, together with 
the observed profound behavior and personality changes as described 
in Chapter 3 of The Handbook. 

The importance of this point was made clear to me recently by the 
personal experience of a graduate student. Coming into my seminar 
as a committed materialist, he reported that it was not reading a ton 
of formal studies that convinced him NDEs are real; rather, it was 
the experience, the profound experience, of listening to an NDEr—
in this case, a professor in the History Department—tell his story, 
face to face. I consider this phenomenon an epistemological fact that 
is not taken into account in the usual demand for evidence. Listen-
ing to an NDEr narrate a deep experience, especially in a one-to-
one setting, constitutes a profound experience for the listener and is 
more psychologically convincing than just reading a bunch of studies. 
I suspect that NDE researchers themselves have had, over and over 
again, the same kind of experience as my graduate student. Along 
with the authors of the last chapter of The Handbook (p. 257), I urge 
that more research be done on how non-NDErs are affected by listen-
ing to NDErs tell their stories.  

This is why I say that veridicality studies, although important, are  
not absolutely necessary for scientists to rationally conclude that 
NDEs are real. Indeed, I want to suggest that we already have Cole-
ridge’s epistemic “flower” firmly in hand. The real flower is not AVPs 
but, rather, the observed profound personality changes. But, as I 
mentioned earlier, getting AVPs under controlled conditions would 
be a most delicious frosting on the evidential cake, but the cake—the 
research amassed thus far—is, in my opinion, already sufficient to 
warrant rational acceptance of the reality of NDEs.

Indeed, the following chapter by Bruce Greyson, Emily Williams 
Kelly, and Edward F. Kelly on explanatory models established that 
fact by ruling out, in meticulous detail, every attempt to “explain” 
NDEs in terms consistent with the materialist paradigm. But I want 
to turn to the last chapter first, on the “Practical Applications of Re-
search on NDEs” by Ryan D. Foster, Debbie James, and Holden. By 
“practical applications” the authors meant practical applications for 
educators and for those who are caregivers to NDErs. The caregivers 
are physicians and nurses, counselors and therapists, social work-
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ers and clergy. Studies reported in that chapter—on the depth and 
breadth of knowledge about NDEs on the part of these caregivers—
suggest an alarmingly high level of ignorance among caregivers. 
Most of the studies cited are more than 10 years old, and hopefully 
some of the ignorance has been removed by now. But even so, the 
chapter authors concluded “that medical and spiritual health care 
providers are only somewhat familiar with NDEs and that what they 
do know seems only partially accurate” (p. 256). But how much must 
caregivers know about NDEs in order to be effective as a caregiver? 
In my opinion they should know nothing less than the contents of 
this Handbook; additionally, before they are allowed to “care for” 
any NDEr, they should have a “practicum” in which they listen to a 
dozen or so NDErs describing their experiences in detail. Anything 
less than that preparation would be a disservice to NDErs. But actu-
ally, I believe more than that preparation is required; I believe that 
the caregiver must also believe in one’s heart that NDEs are real. 
Otherwise, the caregiver will not only be ineffective but also may 
cause harm.

Why do I say this? Consider, if you will, a therapist whose religious 
beliefs, or lack thereof, are contrary to what the NDEr knows to be 
true, such as a rigid Freudian or a fundamentalist of any religion. 
Even if such mental health professionals were to read The Handbook 
and listen to NDErs, if they still retained a belief in their prior ideolo-
gies, I believe they would be between ineffective and harmful in caring 
for NDErs. And this would be the case even if they followed the active 
listening guidelines suggested in this chapter. These guidelines—
such as providing a safe, non-judgmental environment; avoiding pro - 
jecting one’s own value system; normalizing the experience; and avoid - 
ing the assumption that clients’ NDEs are symptoms of pathology 
(pp. 240–250)—are, of course, good common sense rules for any ther-
apeutic context. But a Freudian psychiatrist, by virtue of being a 
Freudian, must believe that NDEs are symptoms of pathology and 
cannot humanly avoid projecting one’s value system onto the NDEr. 
Remember, the NDEr comes back with greatly heightened intuitive 
abilities. I believe the NDEr will immediately detect a therapist or 
clergy member who is merely going through the motions of empathic 
listening but who really believes that the experience was a psychotic 
break from reality or was the work of the devil. Any caregiver who 
(a) does not really believe what the NDEr is saying and (b) tries to 
bracket one’s real beliefs by following the guidelines, will be spotted 
immediately as someone who is insincere and condescending, and I 
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feel certain no NDEr would open up to such a person. This is an area 
of potential research that I consider to be central to the care of NDErs 
and to educating people about NDEs.

But surely, it will be objected, even if research indicated that belief 
were a factor in effective healthcare and education, physicians, thera-
pists, and clergy cannot be required to hold specific beliefs concerning 
the traditional moral and spiritual questions of soul, the afterlife, the 
right way to live one’s life, even God. My response is: Yes, they can. 
My reason is very simple: science! Scientific research has, in my view, 
demonstrated beyond a reasonable doubt that consciousness not only 
can function without the brain but apparently functions even better 
without the brain than with it. I consider this conclusion to be no 
longer a matter of faith or personal opinion. Where there is demon-
strable scientific knowledge, there is no longer room for arbitrary per-
sonal opinion. A surgeon who refuses to wash his hands because he 
does not believe in the germ theory of disease would not be allowed to 
practice. We insist that he must not only know about germ theory but 
also that he believe it is true and act accordingly. 

Similarly, the state of NDE research, as presented in this Hand-
book, is sufficiently advanced that a therapist who does not personally 
believe that consciousness is separate from the brain, with all that 
that belief entails, should not be allowed to practice, at least, not on 
NDErs. This is a tough one, I know, perhaps especially for research-
ers and scholars who are so used to democratic spirituality whereby 
everyone can believe whatever one wants to believe. But where there 
is real knowledge, there is no democracy. You don’t get to vote on 
whether F=ma, and you won’t be allowed to take further courses in 
physics unless you do believe it. We NDE scholars ourselves are a bit 
paralyzed, perhaps, from having internalized the values of our lib-
eral educations, according to which anyone may believe whatever one 
wants concerning such things. So we hesitate to come right out and 
state publicly that science now has hard data on these issues —and 
the “hard data” are by no means confined only to NDE research but 
also include data on mediums, reincarnation, end-of-life experiences, 
as well as the whole field of parapsychology—and no one who is igno-
rant of these data and what they entail, or who is not willing to alter 
previously held beliefs in the light of these data, is acting in the spirit 
of science.

And this point brings me to the penultimate chapter, “Explana-
tory Models,” the chapter that conclusively drives the nail into the 
materialist’s coffin. As a philosopher with a strong interest in episte-
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mology, I found this chapter a delight to read. Sherlock Holmes once 
exclaimed, in effect, that when every possibility has been shown to be 
false, whatever remains, however improbable, is the true hypothesis. 
This chapter follows Holmes’ reasoning remarkably. The explanatory 
models the authors discussed fall into two groupings: (a) Materialist 
Models—attempts to explain NDEs in terms consistent with materi-
alism, or, in other words, consistent with the prevailing neuroscience 
paradigm according to which consciousness is produced by the brain, 
and (b) Transcendental Models, according to which consciousness is 
independent of the brain—what William James (1898/n.d.) called the 
“transmission” theory whereby consciousness is transmitted rather 
than produced by the brain. Every model that has been proposed un-
der (a) has been empirically demonstrated to be false, leaving (b) as 
the only game in town, so to speak.

An adequate explanatory model of NDEs must account for the ex-
periences as a whole. Reviewing the models that have been proposed 
under (a), I was struck by the ignorance of the scientists proposing 
such models. That is, as The Handbook’s last chapter documents, 
materialist scientists are deeply ignorant of the phenomenology of 
NDEs. For example, one such model attempted to account for the 
Light in terms of random firings of the body’s optical system. But 
only someone deeply ignorant of the phenomenology of NDEs could 
possible think that such a model could explain NDEs. What NDErs 
report is not a light, but a Being of Light, a conscious Being of Light 
with Whom they can communicate. No one could possibly think that 
this can be accounted for by random neuronal firings. Similarly, as I 
suggested above, the word “pleasure” may, in the mind of the mate-
rialist, have suggested endorphins as the cause of the reported “plea-
sure.” But, aside from the unlikelihood that the brain can produce 
endorphins under conditions of cardiac arrest, what NDErs report 
is, in my opinion, totally unlike what people report about the experi-
ence of an endorphin rush. Thus, this proposal, as well as almost all 
the others that fall under (a), require profound ignorance about the 
phenomenology of NDEs. Greyson et al. reminded readers more than 
once that 

The challenge for explanatory models for NDEs is to take into account 
the vivid and complex thinking, sensations, and memory formation 
under conditions in which current neuroscientific models of the mind 
deem them impossible, such as under general anesthesia and in car-
diac arrest. (p. 214) 
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And, of course, explanatory models must also take into account the 
other features, especially veridical perception and personality and be-
havior changes.

Some of the “usual suspects” materialist scientists trotted out in-
clude endorphins, anoxia, hypoxia, temporal lobe dysfunction, and 
REM intrusion. All such models have been empirically falsified in a 
very straightforward way. If it is hypothesized that factor X causes 
NDEs, or is even causally relevant in producing NDEs, then, if NDEs 
are observed to occur in the absence of factor X, and fail to occur 
in the presence of factor X, then one can conclusively state that fac-
tor X is not a cause of NDEs. As the authors stated in the context 
of discussing seizure activity and electrical stimulation models, the 
empirical “findings strongly suggest that localized abnormal activity 
of the brain is neither necessary nor sufficient to produce an OBE” 
(p. 222). Moreover, “none of the proposed neurophysiological mecha-
nisms have been shown to occur in NDEs” (p. 225). But as I empha-
sized above, aside from being empirically false, none of these so-called 
“models” actually models NDEs. None of the materialist models, for 
example, accounts for or even attempts to account for, the life review 
or the observed personality changes. This is why the full phenomenol-
ogy of NDEs must be kept firmly in mind. The authors accomplished 
this feat admirably:

This is the most important objection to current psychophysiological 
theories: that mental clarity, vivid sensory imagery, a clear memory 
of the experience, and a conviction that the experience seemed more 
real than ordinary consciousness are the norm for NDErs, even when 
they occur under conditions of drastically altered cerebral physiology. 
(p. 228)  

Citing Sam Parnia and Peter Fenwick, they continued: 

Any acute alteration in cerebral physiology such as occurring in hy-
poxia, hypercarbia, metabolic, and drug induced disturbances and sei-
zures leads to disorganized and compromised cerebral function and 
impaired attention” whereas “NDEs in cardiac arrest are clearly not 
confusional and in fact indicate heightened awareness, attention, and 
consciousness at a time when consciousness and memory formation 
would not be expected to occur. (p. 228)

Greyson et al. concluded this chapter with a paragraph that I pre-
dict will often be quoted in future articles and books: 
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The real challenge of [materialist] explanatory models of NDEs lies 
in examining how complex consciousness, including thinking sensory 
perception, and memory, can occur under conditions in which current 
physiological models of the mind deem it impossible. This conflict be-
tween neuroscientific orthodoxy and the occurrence of NDEs under 
conditions of general anesthesia or cardiac arrest is profound and in-
escapable. If scientific discourse on the mind-brain problem is to be  
intellectually responsible, it must take these data into account. (p. 234, 
bracketed material added)  

And, as the history of science shows, whenever there is a prolonged 
conflict between orthodox theory and data, the data always win out, 
even if the process takes a generation or two.

I think it is quite fair to state that all attempts to “explain” NDEs 
in terms consistent with materialist ideology not only are empirically 
false but also are inadequate in that they do not account for all fea-
tures of NDEs. Hence they do not even “model” the phenomenology 
that cries out for explanation. Moreover very few, if any, scientists 
now working on NDEs believe that a materialist model has even a 
remote chance of being right. Sherlock Holmes’ logic is impeccable: 
All materialist hypotheses have indeed been ruled out. The transcen-
dental hypothesis is the only one left standing, however improbable 
it may seem to orthodox scientists. This is what I meant when I said 
that the evidential cake, even without the frosting of AVPs, is already 
sufficient to assert the truth of the hypothesis that consciousness is 
independent of the brain. The Handbook does not explicitly state this, 
perhaps out of respect for colleagues still mired in old paradigm. But I 
think we NDE scholars must be bold: The data that falsify material-
ism are here, and it is now “intellectually irresponsible” to be igno-
rant, willfully ignorant, of these data and resulting conclusions.

I would like to close with a rather different way of arguing for the 
reality of NDEs. Scientists naturally ask the question, “Why should 
we believe that what NDErs are reporting is in fact true?” And so 
we go about collecting AVPs, noting profound personality changes, 
ruling out physiological pseudo-explanations, and so forth. This is all 
well and good. But consider: In normal social interactions with fellow 
human beings, do we seek “proof” or “evidence” for their reports of 
subjective experience? If a friend reports to me that she has a stom-
ach ache, do I ask her to “prove it” before I believe what she says? Of 
course not. Human interaction would be impossible if we required 
“objective evidence” for everything people tell us about what they are 
experiencing. On the contrary, we normally believe what others tell 
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us unless we have a specific reason to doubt what they are saying. In 
normal social interaction, the “burden of proof” is not on the person 
who reports an experience, but, rather, on the person who doubts the 
one reporting. So if, instead of asking “Why should we believe that 
what NDErs are reporting is true?” we were to ask “Why should we be-
lieve that what NDErs are reporting is false?, then the whole question 
of  belief and doubt gets thrown into a different perspective. Thus, 
given the observed consistency of NDE reports as described in Chap-
ters 2 and 7 of The Handbook and the consistency of observed after-
effects as described in Chapter 3, what might be a reason to doubt the 
truth of what NDErs are reporting about all features of NDEs, in-
cluding the transcendental features? Ideological reasons do not count 
in science, so the fact that NDEs are inconsistent with materialism is 
no more a reason to doubt it than is its inconsistency with fundamen-
talist religion. Perhaps a skeptic may take a hard-nosed “I’ll believe it 
when it happens to me” attitude. But this also is an irrational reason 
to doubt the truth of what NDErs report. Given the important conclu-
sion of Chapter 6, “that everyone is a potential NDEr” (p. 133), and 
given the fact that virtually everyone who has an NDE is convinced 
of its reality, the fundamaterialist is in the awkward position of hav-
ing to grant that there is an experience that he might very well have 
that would by itself cause him to agree that NDEs are real. When 
considered in this way, I find no empirical, non-ideological reasons 
for doubting that what NDErs report is true—and, of course, many, 
many reasons for believing that it is true.

A few paragraphs above I said that in science data always trump 
ideology, even if the process takes a generation or two. But it is my 
personal opinion that humanity does not have a generation or two at 
its disposal. I do not think we can reasonably be expected to survive as 
a species unless we embrace, sooner rather than later, the worldview 
of NDEs. That is why this research is so very important, perhaps the 
most important research being conducted in all of science, and why 
the results of this research must be widely and rapidly disseminated 
to the public and professionals alike. The Handbook of Near-Death 
Experiences is a big step in this direction. Adding a chapter devoted 
to the life review would highlight the vital message that what we do 
unto others is indeed done unto ourselves, and this is a message that 
humanity, if it is to survive, needs to hear loud and clear. I hope that 
The Handbook will inspire so much more research on NDEs that it 
will need to be updated every five or six years.
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